Introduction
It is the purpose of this paper to make a study of commutation formulas in the algebra of quantum mechanics. The theories of quantum mechanics introduced by Heisenbergf and Diracf are different in their conception and formulation but both make use of a non-commutative algebra. In Heisenberg^ theory, the elements of the algebra are infinite matrices; in Dirac's they are abstract "o-numbers."
Schrödinger's § theory, although mathematically equivalent to Heisenberg's, does not make explicit use of this algebra. However, the operators which Schrödinger uses satisfy the same commutation formulas as Heisenberg's matrices. We shall consider the algebra of the quantum mechanics from the matric standpoint although the results obtained do not depend upon the form of the variables. The variables enter in pairs as in classical mechanics and we shall use the expression "conjugate quantum variables" or simply "conjugate variables" in analogy with the idea of canonically conjugate variables in the classical theory. For a single pair of conjugate variables the properties of the algebra are determined by the fundamental commutation rule, || (1) pq -qp = d, where q and ¿ are matrices representing the coordinate and momentum respectively, c is a real or complex number and 7 is the unit matrix. In the quantum mechanics c = h/i2wi), although the algebra does not depend upon the particular value assigned to c. The symbol 7 will be omitted but will be understood wherever a real or complex number occurs alone in a matric equation.
* Presented to the Society March 30, 1929; received by the editors in June, 1929. t Heisenberg, W., Zeitschrift für Physik, vol. 33 (1925), pp. 879-893; Born and Jordan, Zeit- schrift für Physik, vol. 34 (1925) 
Prp, -P.pr = 0, M> ~ M* -0-
We shall be interested primarily in polynomials in a certain number of these variables. The results obtained in this paper are rigorously established for polynomials only, although they are formally correct for infinite series and thus give valid results if the series are convergent.
Let / and g be any two polynomials in the conjugate quantum variables, p and q, subject to the condition (1). In general fg^gf, but the relation (1) makes it possible to compute fg-gf when / and g are given. This type of calculation arises frequently as, for example, in taking time derivatives. In order to simplify the calculations, the following formulas were derived:! (3) pg (4) gq where g is a polynomial in p and q. We shall find it convenient to consider these equations as defining differentiation. It follows that the usual formulas for differentiating polynomials hold.t
The obvious advantages of the formulas (3) and (4) suggest the desirability of obtaining a formula for computing fg-gf directly, where/ and g are arbitrary polynomials.
Such a formula has been found. This formula reduces to equations (3) or (4) if one of the functions is taken as p or q, and it becomes identical with condition (1) iif=p, g = q.
This general commutation formula has been extended to functions of any number of quantum variables and applied to some special problems.! * Dirac, loc. cit., p. 649; Born, Heisenberg and Jordan, Zeitschrift für Physik, vol. 35 (1926) In the second part of this paper we extend these commutation formulas to the case of vectors in quantum mechanics. Born and Jordan* introduced the idea of using vectors whose components are functions of the quantum variables and Paulif proved its usefulness in the theory of the hydrogen atom.
Let A = 041, A2, A3) and B = (Bi, B2, B3) be any two vectors. Scalar and vector products are defined by A B = AiBi + A2B2 + A3B3, and AX B = (A2B3 -A3B2,A3Bi -AxB3,AiB2 -A2Bi).
These are the ordinary definitions except that here the order A, B must be preserved throughout. It follows that A B^B A and A X B¿¿ -BXA.
This constitutes a difference from ordinary vector analysis. General commutation formulas for these scalar and vector products have been obtained. This theorem is readily established by noting that p 'q '-q 'p ' = A (pq-qp) = Ac. Thus p', q' have an algebra equivalent to that of p, q with c replaced by Ac. This theorem was stated by Dirac § for the special transformation given bya = ô = 0, |3=7 = 1, which is equivalent to the interchange of p and q.
The following theorem was also given by Dirac[| but without detailed proof.
Theorem II. Any identity remains an identity if the order of all factors is reversed and c replaced by -c. t Zeitschrift für Physik, vol. 36 (1926) , pp. 336-363. X The word "equation" will be frequently used to apply to an identity. We shall consider no equations of condition among the quantum variables. According to the theorem, 1 1
which may easily be verified by reducing it to the form
An identity of this last type which merely states the equivalence of two expressions of the same form will be called a formal identity. Any identity may be reduced to a formal identity by means of the following transformations :
together with algebraic reduction. By reversing this process it follows that any identity may be generated from a formal identity by using these same transformations.
We shall consider identities which are thus obtained from formal identities in a finite number of steps.
Theorem II is evident for formal identities. Hence we have only to show that if the theorem is true for a given identity it is true for those obtained from it by the transformations given above. If <j> is any expression in p and q we shall use <p to denote the expression obtained from <p by reversing the order of all factors and changing the sign of c. Let/=0 be any identity for which /=0 also. If we replace any factor of the form pq in a single term of the expression / by qp+c, the result will be an identity which will be denoted by g = 0. The expression g differs from/ in only one term and there only in that pq has been replaced by qp+c. Thus g differs from /only in that qp has taken the place of pq-c and it follows that g = 0. The argument follows in a similar manner if a factor of the form qp is replaced by Pq-c. The proof is completed by noting that if the theorem is true for a given identity it is true for any identity obtained from this one by algebraic manipulation.
Theorems I and II are extended without difficulty to identities in more than one pair of variables.
A general commutation
formula for functions of one pair of quantum variables. We shall prove the following theorem :
Theorem III. Iff and g are arbitrary polynomials in p and q, then (a)
,=i 5! \_dp° dq' dp" tVJ and (b) ( -c)' (6) fg~gf= 1:-+. _dps dq' dp" dq' the sum in each case being taken over all non-null derivatives off and g.
It will be seen that formulas (5), (6) reduce to equations (3), (4) in the special cases f=p,f=q.
While the theorem is stated for polynomials only it is formally correct for other analytic functions. It will give valid results if one of the functions is a polynomial and the other is any function whose first and higher derivatives exist under the definition given by equations (3) and (4).
An outline of the method of proof of the first part of this theorem is as follows.* The validityof formula (5)inthe special c&sesf=p,f=q has already been noted. We shall show later that if formula (5) is true for a given polynomial / with g an arbitrary polynomial it remains so if / is replaced by pf or by qf. Since any term of a polynomial may be obtained by starting with either p or q and multiplying by p or q on the left in the proper order, it follows that equation (5) is true if/is any term of a polynomial. Furthermore this equation is valid for the sum of two functions if it is for each separately and thus the function /may be any polynomial.
For convenience we shall introduce the notation
dq" dp" Equation (5) may then be written in the form (50 fg-tf-E -\H^ig,f) -H"if,g)).
t-i 5! * Another proof of formula (5) where / and g are arbitrary functions subject to the condition that they be in the normal form for quantum mechanics has been given by M. Coulomb, Comptes Rendus, vol. 188, No. 20, May 13, 1929 . Obviously no such restriction is made in the proof given here.
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The following auxiliary relations may now be verified :
H^iqf.g) = o77<«>(/,g) + sHi-»(f,^) ;
H^ipS,g) = pH^if,g) ;
(10) H^ig,PS) = pHMig,S) -eBM ÇJ-,fj
Consider the last of these relations. Making use of the fact that
> dp' dp' dp''1
-dqJ dp, S dq, dp,-i
dq' dp' dq'+1 dp' dq' dp''1 by equation (3). This is equation (10) in a different notation. The other relations may be verified in a similar manner.
We now assume that the function / satisfies equation (5') with g an arbitrary polynomial, and shall consider the effect of replacing/by ¿/. We wish to show that PÍÍ ~gPS= E ^r[HMig,PS) -H^iPS,g)].
.=i s\ By using relations (9), (10), this may be written in the form (H) Pfg ~gpf= £ j[pH^ig,f) -cH" (^-.fj + sH^(^-,f^-pH^if,g)j.
In order to verify this equation, multiply equation (3) (12) is known to be correct, we have thus established the validity of equation (11). The case / is replaced by qf may be disposed of similarly except for the necessity of showing that This is true since the polynomial g in (5') is arbitrary and thus may be replaced by dg/dp. This completes the proof of the first part of Theorem III.
The proof of the second part is as follows. Let f=f(p, q), g=g(p, q) be the functions considered. By equation (5) and Theorem I we know that
,_i i! L dp' dq' dp' dq' J* Since f(p, q), g(p, q) are arbitrary polynomials it follows that/(ç7, p), g(q, p) are also arbitrary polynomials. If we replace f(q, p), g(q, p) by f(p, q), g(p, q) in equation (13) we are led at once to formula (6).
3. An application to expressions of the type qmpm'q"pn'.
As an important special case of formula (5) \etf=pn, g = qm. We find
We shall interpret Q to be zero if a < b. The corresponding expression for qmpn may be obtained by formula (6). The result is
The relations (14) and (15) were given by Born and Jordan.* Let us consider the expansion of qmpm'qnpn' in the form XX,-P'Ç'-We get, by an application of (15),
Repeating the process with qm+n~> p»'f we find
By making certain restrictions on the exponents, m, m', n, n', we may obtain some interesting results. Assume that the left member of equation (16) is isobaric in p and q, that is, m+n = m'+n'.
Reverse the order of all factors, at the same time interchanging p and q. Since the right member is unchanged, while the left member becomes qn'pnqm'pm, we have qmpm'qnpn' _ qn'pnqm'pmÎ t will be seen that in general any term isobaric in p and q will have an expansion similar to (16) which is unchanged by this transformation.
We have then the following theorem.
Theorem IV. Let g be any term isobaric in p and q. Interchange p and q and reverse the order of all factors in g. If g denotes the resulting term, then g = g.
Since qmpm'qnp"' =qn'pnqm'pm, the coefficient of pm+n~k q^+n-k must be the same in their expansions, and we are led to the identity <"> .£/<)(:) orr)
If we divide by m\m'!»!»'\{k\[(m+n -k) \]2}~l this may be written in the form^
.
This identity may be proved directly by induction.
* Loc. cit., p. 873.
We may get a series of identities in a similar manner. If we consider the expansion of qmpm'q"pn'qlp1' under the condition m+n+l = m'+n'+l' we are led as above to the identity V /k\/k -s\/m + n -s\/m'+n'-s-r\/m+n+l -s -r\/m+n+l-k\ .+èuU\ r A n A n'-r A I A V-t )
/k\/k-s\/l' + n' -s\/l + n-s-r\/m + n+l-s-r\/m+n+l-k\ ,+r+i-*\5/\ r A »' A « -r A >»' A »t -í /
In the special case » = »' = 0, it follows that l+m = l'+m' and r = 0. The resulting identity may be written in the form of (17') with I replacing ». ,-oa-o a!(5 -a)\ dp"dq '-" where h and k are real or complex numbers. We thus have a Taylor's series expansion as in the case of functions of a real variable. For analytic functions other than polynomials, equation (19) is formally correct. Some interesting formal results may be obtained from this expansion and the commutation formula (5). From (5) we have _ c'n> d' Up,q) fip,q)e" -en"fip,q) = en" E -r -;-«"«[flí + nc,q) -fip,q)]
,-i si dp'
by equation (19) . From this it follows that fiP,q)enq = e"fip + nc,q), engfip,q) = fip-nc,q)e'">.
These results were first given by Dirac* and used in his theory of the hydrogen atom.
In the special case fip, q)=e",n = l, the first of equations (20) This result may also be obtained directly from relation (5) without the use of Taylor's series by placing f=ep, g = e". In a similar manner it may be shown that * Dirac, Proceedings of the Royal Society, (A), vol. 110 (1926), p. 566.
fiP,q)e"< -e*'fip,q) = E ~ ^q~^-T7^P+5
,-i 5! L dp' dq' J = e"<\fip + c,q) -fip,q)] -[fip,q + c) -fip,q)]e*>+% from which we get the interesting result ep+qfip + c,q) = fip,q + c)ep+".
5. Extension of the general commutation formula to functions of » pairs of variables.
In the case of » pairs of conjugate quantum variables, the single commutation relation (1) is replaced by the set of relations (2). Equations (3) and (4) where now g is a function of all the variables. The extensions of the general commutation formulas (5) and (6) The expression for HMig,f) assumes a rather simple form in the case of two pairs of variables. It may be written in the form
This is seen to be a symbolic expansion of \dqi dpi dq2 dp2J
The corresponding definitions of HMig, f) in the case of more variables are the corresponding multinomial expansions.
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We shall now discuss a few commutation problems involving rational functions of p and q. The existence of these functions is assumed. From equations (3) and (4) it follows that d(l/f) = }Ld_¿}_¡ dp f dp f' if/ is any polynomial. Iif=p, we see that d(l/p)/dp = -l/p2 as usual. Let us consider the possibility of extending the general commutation formula (5) to rational functions.
In the special case /= l/p, g = l/q we find the formal result 11 11 " 11 -= y.c'sl-, PP ,=i q"+l p'+l which is obviously divergent. Suppose, however, that/is a polynomial while g is an arbitrary rational function of p and q. The proof of formula (5) is seen to include such cases. Since / is a polynomial we are assured of the termination of the right hand member. As / and g play similar rôles it is clear that we may also take / as the more general function if g is a polynomial. This argument applies also to the commutation formulas for functions of n pairs of variables.
An interesting special case arises when/is a polynomial and g = l/q. Then 11 x-, 1 à'f.-i ç7*+ dP"
While the general commutation formulas do not give useful results when both/ and g involve negative powers of p and q, a given expression can often be transformed into one to which the formulas can be applied. As an example let us calculate (l/pm)(l/qn) -(l/qn)(l/pm). If this expression is represented by X it follows that In this part we shall consider vectors whose components are functions of one or more pairs of the quantum variables discussed previously.
We shall let /, g denote scalar functions and F, G vector functions of the quantum variables. We define , , (àf df dj\
\dpi dpi dp3/ Corresponding definitions will be assumed for div F, curl F, V2F. It is found that a large number of relations go over unchanged from the classical theory.* We shall consider some commutation formulas which of course do not ordinarily appear. £F"(GXF)= E -r-r-i-1-xa+ß+y-, alßlyl dqfdqfdqZ dpi"dpt dpi
An alternate form for these expressions may be obtained as in the second part of Theorem V.
An interesting special case of formula (26) arises when G = F. Then FXF = -E -B^iFXF).
.1 5! University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
